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“Quantitative approach for asymmetric results”

Long the “Berlusconi” effect? Someone knows the verdit: Mr. Market

Figure 1: Mediaset (bloomberg ticker: MS IM) weekly chart

In these days there is an immense amount of news on Mr. Berlusconi and his political future: quite
astonishgly his future as well as his past has a clear track record, his major source of wealth, the
Mediaset stock.
Interestingly the stock has been in a bearish trend since the year 2000 when the stock was trading
at 25 euros which may also tell something about his major shareholder, or at least that’s how some
analysts see the stock, as a proxy for the popularity of a major political player in Italy.
If that is the case, the year 2011 and 2012 have been clearly a bottom for both names and since
then have recovered quite astonishgly. Personally I don’t look at companies’ balance sheet, but on
the other hand it is indisupatble that Mr. Berlusconi’s policital acumen and popularity have been
risen since then.
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Going back to the stock, it had a very strong bullish trend from its double bottom, on July and
November 2012 from where it made a considerable performance, 290%.
At the writing of this report it is unclear if that double bottom is potential a true inversion point or
not. It has however quite a lot of probability since those bottoms have been accompanied by huge
spikes in volume which unfortunately cannot be labeled as capitulation moments. In fact
capitulation happens during a red candle with a spike in volume, meaning that it’s about holders of
the stock that they just want to get rid of it no matter what.
This instance is more of a holding hand, it’s about investors that decide that at those prices it was
convenient to buy the stock and therefore they pushed the price up and up.
What is the main difference then? Well with capitulation the inversion is almost certain. In this case
there is less confrot on considering the low experienced last year a ture historical low. The same
investors who bought the stock could potentially get rid of it at anytime.
It still can be violated. That is not a difference to be taken lightly.
Looking at chart it seems that a recent ABC pattern has been completed and that now there is a
new bearish movement in place. From the little activity it seems to be a potential impulsive pattern
with as of now only wave 1 materialized and this going up is wave 2. At this stage it can also be
labelled as another ABC corrective pattern, with this leg up being wave B.
The reason of this uncertainty is due to the fact that wave 2 and wave B are very similar, if not
identical.
It seems to be very difficult for Mediaset to continue its previous bullish trend but such confirmation
will come only by violating previous high at 3.60 euros.
Possible targets for the newly born retracement / bearish movement are the static support
(horizontal purple lines) with particular focus on the the channel between two static supports: the
channel between 1,94 euros and 2.55 euros since the stock spent most of the year 2011 in that
range before moving to the lower channel.
Coincidently enough (?) that channel is also the arrival target of the 50% and 61.8% of the whole
bullish movement that started last year.
Do you really want to go long Mr. Berlusconi?
(no consideration is made on judging Mr. Berlusconi work as a citizen, an entreprenuer or political
leader, conclusion are drawned only by looking at the chart)
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Useful Links:
European Central Bank:
www.ecb.int
Bank for International Settlements:
www.bis.org
International Monetary Fund:
www.imf.org
Federal Reserve:
www.federalreserve.gov
US CFTC
www.cftc.gov

Disclaimer
Nothing in this report constitutes a representation that any investment strategy or recommendation contained herein is suitable or appropriate to a recipient’s individual circumstances or otherwise
constitutes a personal recommendation. It is published solely for information purposes, it does not constitute an advertisement and is not to be construed as a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any
securities or related financial instruments in any jurisdiction. No representation or warranty, either express or implied, is provided in relation to the accuracy, completeness or reliability of the
information contained herein, nor is it intended to be a complete statement or summary of the securities, markets or developments referred to in the report. The writer does not undertake that investors
will obtain profits, nor will it share with investors any investment profits nor accept any liability for any investment losses. Investments involve risks and investors should exercise prudence in making
their investment decisions. The report should not be regarded by recipients as a substitute for the exercise of their own judgment. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. The
value of any investment or income may go down as well as up and you may not get back the full amount invested. Any opinions expressed in this report are subject to change without notice.
The securities described herein may not be eligible for sale in all jurisdictions or to certain categories of investors. Options, derivative products and futures are not suitable for all investors, and trading
in these instruments is considered risky. Foreign currency rates of exchange may adversely affect the value, price or income of any security or related instrument mentioned in this report. For
investment advice, trade execution or other enquiries, investors should contact their local sales representative. Any prices stated in this report are for information purposes only and do not represent
valuations for individual securities or other instruments.
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